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When Dixie Stark needs inspiration for a design, it’s not uncommon for her to turn to
nature. “Anything organic, like the ocean, even the pinecones on a tree, can spark an
idea. Many times the skyline, and the way the sun rises and sets against it, will influence
a color palette. Other times, it may be the textures I notice, interpreting them into a pattern
within a fabric,” says Stark, who parlays her Southern heritage into an approach best
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defined by vivid use of color and traditional influences with a contemporary edge. “I like
to infuse something vintage or antique into each of my projects. It lends a charming
appeal even to the most modern of homes.” Having grown up in the South, Stark embodies
the hospitality-driven philosophy that was instilled in her at a young age. “My family was
always hosting guests, opening up our home to others. It soon became clear just how
important interiors can be and the power they have on making people feel at ease.”
Today, Stark’s passion is still ever present. “I’m always striving to take my clients a little
bit further than they thought they could go on their own, keeping within their comfort
level both economically and aesthetically. My goal is to deliver the luxury and quality
they were seeking but to do so more beautifully than they could have imagined.”

LOCATION: Cle Elum, WA

LOCATION: Medina, WA

SQFT: 5,000

SQFT: 6,950

FEATURES: Nestled in the beauty of the Cascade Mountains, this
Northwest mountain retreat provides a refined rustic flavor for a
casual entertaining lifestyle.

FEATURES: This urban home focuses around the clients’ vast art
collection—debuting a classic, contemporary feel that creates the
ideal canvas for the homeowners’ compilation.

